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PROCESSIONAL .... . ... . .. ...• ••• .. .. . .. .. . .. Trumpet Voluntary . . . . . .. . . .. .... . . JOHN STANLEY 
The Jefferson Processional . . . . . . . . . .... BURLE MARX 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
INVOCATION . ............. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . •1RABBI DAVID H. WICE 
Congregation Rodeph Shalom 
CONVOCATION 
Opening Remarks .... . .. . . . . ... . . .... . . .. LEWIS W. BLUEMLE, JR. , President 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE .. ... .. PRESIDENT BLUEMLE 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Presented by . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . .. . . .. .. . . ROBERT c. BALDRIDGE, Dean 
College of Graduate Studies 
Doctor of Medicine 
Presented by .. .... . . . . ..... . . ... . . . . .... . WILLIAM F. KELLOW, Dean and Vice President 
Jefferson Medical College 
The Oath of Hippocrates . . .... . . .. . . . .. . • GONZALO E. APONTE, Professor of Pathology 
and Chairman of the Department, 
Jefferson Medical College 
Master of Science 
Presented by .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .... .... . . .. DEAN BALDRIDGE 
Bachelor of Science 
Presented by . . .... .. . . . .... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . LAWRENCE ABRAM~, Dean 
College of Allied Health Sciences 
Associate in Arts 
Presented by .... ... . . ... . .. ........ . .... DEAN ABRAMS 
Associate in Science 
Presented by . .. .. .. . ... . . . .. . ...... . .. . . DEAN ABRAMS 
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES . . ... PRESIDENT BLUEMLE 
W. EDWARD CHAMBERLAIN, R adiologic Pioneer, Doctor of Humane Letters 
Presented by: JACK EDEJKEN, Professor of Radiology and Chairman of the Department, Jefferson 
Medical College 
JONATHAN E. RHOADS, Physician-Educator-Statesman, Doctor of Literature 
Presented by: FRANCIS E. RosATO, Samuel D. Gross Professor of Surgery and Chairman of the 
Department, Jefferson Medical College 
JESSIE M. Scorr, International N ursing L eader, Doctor of Laws 
Presented by : LAWRENCE ABRAMS, Dean, College of Allied Health Sciences 
MESSAGE TO GRADUATES .. .. ... . .. ..... . .. PRESIDENT BLUEMLE 
BENEDICTION .. .... .. . . .... .. . . .. . . . ... . . . . RABBI WICE 
RECESSIONAL . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . .... . .. .. .. Pomp and Circumstance . .. . . . .. . ... . . .. . . .. . Elgar 
SAMUELS. CONLY, JR. 
JOSEPH S. GONNELLA 
MARTIN JOSEPH CARNEY 
Jefferson Medical College 
W. ERNEST WELLS, Organist 
Marshal 
FRANCIS J. SWEENEY, JR. 
Faculty Marshals 
LINDA G. KRAEMER 
Student M arshals 
JEROME G. BUESCHER 
College of Graduate Studies 
ROBERT J. MANDLE 
JEROME R. MARKS 
NANCY ELIZABETH MCH UGH 
College of All ied Health Sciences 
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession and Recession. 
AWARDS and PRIZES 
Awarded at Class D ay Exercises on Thursday, June 7, 1979 
FACULTY AWARDS 
The Christian R . and Mary F. L indback A ward for Distinguished Teaching. 
BASIC SCIENCES : ROBERT J. MANDLE, B.S., Ph.D., Professor of Microbiology 
CLINICAL SCIENCES : JEROME M. COTLER, B.S., M.D., Clinical Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery 
AWARDS TO GRADUATING STUDENTS 
The Clinical Surgery Prize in memory of Francis Torrens Stewart, M.D ., Professor of Surgery, Jefferson 
Medical College, 1910-1920. 
KIM U. KAHNG, (honorable mention: THOMAS MERRILL DEWIRE, SR.) 
The Orthopaedic Surgery Prize, sponsored by Professor John J. Gartland, M.D. 
RICHARD WILLIAM ZIEGLER, (honorable mention: HOWARD BRUCE COTLER) 
The Urology Prize, awarded in memory of Theodore R. Fetter, M.D., The Nathan Lewis H atfield 
Professor of Urology. 
ROBERT JEATRAN MITCHELL, (honorable mention : ROBERT MERYL ROSE) 
The Edward J. Moore Memorial Prize in Pediatrics. 
KEVIN ROBERT H ARRIS, (honorable mention: JOHN CHARLES MAERZ, JR.) 
The Henry K eller Mohler M emorial Prize in Therapeutics, sponsored by Mr. Jesse Hubschman in 
memory of his wife, Natalie, to honor Henry Keller Mohler, M.D. 
DEBORRA KIM CHILDRESS, (honorable mention: KEVIN ROBERT HARRIS) 
The Psychiatry Prize. 
RICHARD LAWRENCE CRUZ 
The S. M acCuen Smith Memorial Prize in Otology, sponsored by Mrs. Stuart Lodge Bullivant in memory 
of her father. 
JEFFREY CAMPBELL BRANDON, (honorable mention: JANET BARBARA LEVENTHAL) 
The Carroll R . Mullen M emorial Prize in Ophthalmology. 
RICHARD BLACKWELL SEELY, (honorable mention: CONSTANCE G . SARMOUSAKIS) 
The Obstetrics and Gynecology Prize sponsored by Mrs. Sarah George Miller in honor of John B. Mont-
gomery, M.D., Emeritus Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
JOSEPH ALBERT WALSH , (honorable mention: ROBERT JEATRAN MITCHELL) 
The Baldwin L. K eyes Prize in Psychiatry, given annually by Mr. Joseph H . Levit in memory of his 
wife, Mae K. Levit, in honor of Baldwin L. Keyes, M.D., Sc.D., Emeritus, Professor of Psychiatry. 
JOHN SEBASTIAN O'BRIEN, II, (honorable mention: STEVEN H. WEINSTEIN) 
The William Potter Memorial Prize in Clinical M edicine, award given from a bequest of Mrs. Adaline 
Potter Wear for highest attainment. 
KEVIN ROBERT HARRIS, (honorable mention: DEBORRA KIM CHILDRESS) 
The Alumni Prize, awarded by Jefferson Medical College Alumni Association for the highest cumulative 
record. 
KEVIN ROBERT HARRIS, (honorable mention : JOSEPH ALBERT WALSH) 
The Louis B. Swisher, Jr. M emorial Prize in Anesthesiology. 
MARK KUEHNER ROBINSON 
The Philip J. Hodes Prize in R adiology. 
MARK FREDERICK PATLOVICH, (honorable mention: ALAN RICHARD ERICKSON) 
The E. Harold Hinman M emorial Prize in Community Health and Preventive M edicine, sponsored by 
family and friends in memory of E. H arold Hinman, Ph.D ., M.D., M.P.H., Emeritus Professor of Preventive 
Medicine. 
GARY ALAN MOHR 
The L eopold Goldstein M emorial Prize in Obstetrics and Gynecology, sponsored by family and friends 
in memory of Leopold Goldstein, M.D., for the highest average in Obstetrics and Gynecology. 
JOSEPH ALBERT WALSH, (honorable mention: MARY ANNE FACCIOLO) 
The Arthur Krieger Memorial Prize in Family Medicine, sponsored by family and friends in memory of 
Arthur Krieger, M.D. 
JAMES WILSON VICK, (honorable mention: MICHAEL JAY McGLAUGHLIN) 
The Arthur Krieger M emorial Prize in Neurology, sponsored by family and friends in memory of Arthur 
Krieger, M.D. 
BRIAN RICHARD OTT 
The J?ean Marie Banes Memorial Prize in Pediatrics, sponsored by family and friends in memory of 
Dean Mane Banes, M.D., a graduate of the Class of 1973, for excellence in Pediatrics. 
THOMAS MICHAEL WILLIAMS, (honorable mention: JOAN SOLOWEY DiPALMA) 
The Hubert Spencer Sear Memorial Prize in Radiology, sponsored by family and friends in memory of 
Hubert Spencer Sear, M.D., a graduate of the Class of 1950. 
DALE E. JOHNSTON, (honorable mention: THOMAS MERRILL DeWIRE, SR.) 
The_ Alexander and Lottie K~tzman Award in Gastroenterology. Sponsored by Dr. and Mrs. Joseph 
Medoff 111 memory of Mrs. Medoff s parents. Awarded to the student who has shown the greatest proficiency 
in Gastroenterology as judged by the faculty of this division. 
RICHARD STEVEN BLUMBERG, (honorable mention: DAVID JOHN TRUMBORE) 
The Paul D. Zin:zskin_d Memorial Prize in Urology, sponsored by the National Urologic Forum, in 
memory of Paul D . Z1mskmd, M.D., Ph.D., The Nathan Lewis Hatfield Professor of Urology for academic 
excellence in the urologic field. ' 
NOAH ALLAN BABINS 
T~e Philip and J!ell<! M_edofj Memor~al Prize_ is sponsored by their son, Joseph Medoff, M.D., his wife 
and _ch1ldre~. The pnze 1~ given to a semor medical student who is a member of the Hobart Amory Hare 
Medical Society and who 1s recommended by the Magee Professor of Medicine and the faculty advisor of the 
Society for excellence in Internal Medicine and outstanding contributions to the Society. 
PHILIP JOHN DZWONCZYK, (honorable mention: BARBARA PITTNER LEIDICH) 
. The Georg.e J. Willauer Prize in Ge_neral Surgery. Established as a perpetual memorial by the family, 
fnends and patients of Dr. George J. ".N1Ilauer, former Clinical Professor of Surgery and a member of the 
surgical faculty from 1927 to 1977. Given to the graduating student for excellence in the field of General 
Surgery during his clinical years at Jefferson. 
GEOFFREY PARKER DUNN, (honorable mention: RICHARD WILLIAM ZIEGLER) 
The ~e_mmon Prize in Anesthesiology is awarded from an endowment established by members of the family 
of Dr. Wilham Lemmon, Sr., who was Professor of Surgery and a member of the faculty at Jefferson M edical 
College from 1923 to 1964. The Lemmon Prize is given to a graduate who has done original clincal work or 
writing in the field of Anesthesiology. 
MICHAEL EDWARD MARLA 
U pjohn Achievement A ward to be given to a Senior Medical Student who shows outstanding all-around 
achievement in Clinical proficiency. 
THOMAS WRIGHT GARDNER, (honorable mention: LUTHER FRANKLIN CORLEY, 111) 
The Janet M. Glasgow American Medical Women's A ssociation Scholarship Achievement Citation. 
DEBORRA KIM CHILDRESS KATHERINE MARIE WAGNER 
VIKKI ANN STEFANS 
The First Annual St. George Society Paper Prize is awarded by the Professional Education Committee of 
the American Cancer Society's Philadelphia Division to stimulate interest in, and supplement knowledge of 
cancer-related topics. The St. George Society consists of Medical and Graduate students from schools of Medi~ 
cine and Allied Sciences in the Philadelphia area. 
JOHN D A YID CUNNINGHAM, JR. 
"Zinc, Oncogenesis and Tumor Immunology" 
The Lange Medical Publications Prizes to each of two outstanding Senior Students. A gift of four Lange 
Publications books. 
RICHARD STEVEN BLUMBERG and ALAN RICHARD ERICKSON 
W. B. Saunders Company Prize to an outstanding student in the Senior Year. Medical Publications. 
MICHAEL JAY M cGLAUGHLIN 
The C. V. Mosby Company Prize. Awarded to five outstanding graduates. 
MICHAEL XAVIER REPKA DALE E. JOHNSTON 
JEFFREY ALLEN WILT 
The Rittenhouse Book Store Prize to a graduating student who has made a significant contribution to the 
College. 
CATHERINE ZUURBIER HAYWARD 
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS-WILLIAM EDWARD CHAMBERLAIN 
William Edward Chamberlain was born in Ann Arbor, Michigan, reared in California, and attended the University 
of California at Berkeley where he received his Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical Engineering in 1913. In 1916 
he received his Doctor of Medicine degree from the University of California, San Francisco. 
He was held in high esteem by the faculty at the University of California and was urged by his professors to enter 
the field of x-ray. His background in electrical engineering and his high motivation for innovations and creativity have 
made him an idol to radiologists throughout the world. 
Dr. Chamberlain's leadership abilities were recognized early in his career. After a year of private practice in Radiol-
ogy, he was appointed Chief of the French Hospital in San Fancisco; during World War I he was Radiologist-in-Charge 
at a United States Naval Base hospital overseas; and in 1920 he was appointed Chief of Radiology at the Stanford Uni-
versity Medical School where he became a full professor in 1927. 
In 1930 Dr. Chamberlain came to Philadelphia as Professor and Chairman of the Department of Radiology at 
Temple University. He served in this position until his retirement in 1957. During his career at Temple, he gained a 
reputation as a superb teacher, outstanding clinician, and excellent researcher. 
After his retirement from Temple, Dr. Chamberlain spent the next 20 years with the Veterans Administration. 
Starting as Special Assistant for Atomic Medicine and Associate Director of Research Service, in 1969 he was named 
Chief of Radiology at the Veterans Administration Hospital in Brooklyn, New York, and from 1976 to 1977 was 
Consultant-in-Residence. Subsequently, he came to Thomas Jefferson University as Visiting Professor. During the Two 
years he has been at Jefferson, Dr. Chamberlain has continued to stimulate young people as he has in the past. Recently 
he has described a new method for measuring the volume of the heart on x-rays-again demonstrating the youthful 
enthusiasm he has shown all of his life. 
Dr. Chamberlain has held memberships in and served as President of numerous medical societies. He has been 
awarded many gold medals, including the Gold Medals of the American College of Radiology and the Radiological 
Society of North America. 
Dr. Chamberlain's contributions to Radiology are legendary. He introduced and described the image intensifier in 
fluoroscopy which now allows the radiologist to fluoroscope in the light without having to undergo darkness adaptation. 
This has permitted greater comfort for the patient and has been a significant contribution to the science of Radiology. 
He is also well known for the "Chamberlain line" seen in skull x-rays and for the "Chamberlain" x-ray of the skull. 
He has contributed over 64 articles to the medical literature, including the classic, "Fluoroscopes and Fluoroscopy", 
published in 1942. 
Dr. Chamberlain and his wife, Mae, reside in center city Philadelphia. 
DOCTOR OF LAWS-JESSIE M. SCOTT 
A native of Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, Jessie M. Scott received her nurse's training at the Wilkes-Barre General 
Hospital School of Nursing. She subsequently earned the Bachelor of Science degree at the University of Pennsylvania 
and the Master of Arts degree at Columbia University. 
After serving as Science Instructor in the School of Nursing, Jefferson Medical College Hospital, Miss Scott worked 
as a private duty nurse in Wilkes-Barre, as an Infirmary Nurse and Science Instructor at the University of Pennsylvania, 
as Eductional Director of the Mt. Sinai Hospital in Philadelphia, and as a staff nurse and Assistant Science Instructor 
at St. Luke's Hospital in New York City. She also contributed her knowledge and experience as a Counselor and Assis-
tant Executive Secretary of the Pennsylvania Nurses' Association. 
In 1955, Miss Scott began her distinguished career in the federal government when she was chosen Nurse Con-
sultant to the Division of Nursing in the Bureau of Health Manpower of the Department of Health, Education, and 
Welfare. She was promoted to Deputy Chief of the Division in 1957 and Director of the Division of Nursing in 1964-
a position she still holds concurrently with the rank of Assistant Surgeon General in the United States Public Health 
Service. 
Jessie Scott's reputation as nurse educator, administrator, and researcher is internationally known and her expertise 
has frequently been sought in those arenas. 
Miss Scott has been the recipient of numerous honorary degrees and other special awards and citations, including 
the R. Louise McManus Medal of Columbia University, the Florence Nightingale Medal of the State University of New 
York, the Mary Adelaide Nutting Award for Leadership in Nursing, the University Sesquicentennial Award for Dis-
tinguished Service to Nursing, the Pennsylvania Nurses' Association Award for Distinguished Service to Nursing, and 
the University of Evansville Medal of Honor. 
In 1973, Miss Scott was the recipient of the Distinguished Service Medal of the United States Public Health Service 
which was presented "For a distinguished career in the advancement of nursing, both nationally and internationally, 
with particular reference to her creative leadership in the development and implementation of a national program in 
support of nurse training." She also received the Meritorious Service Medal of the United States Public Health Service 
"For outstanding contributions to nursing in this country and other parts of the world." 
Miss Scott has held leadership positions in many national and international professional nursing associations and 
is a respected contributor to the literature. From 1968 to 1972 she served as Second Vice President of the American 
Nurses' Association. She is presently Chairman of the Professional Services Committee of the International Council of 
Nurses located in Geneva, Switzerland. Miss Scott serves as the National League for Nursing's representative on the 
Joint Committee of the American Hospital Association and is a member of the National League for Nursing's Com-
mittee on Membership Structure. She is a founding member of the Western Society for Research in Nursing, a charter 
member of the History of Nursing Archives Association of Boston University, and an honorary member of the Sigma 
Theta Tau National Honor Society of Nursing. 
DOCTOR OF LITERATURE- JONATHAN E VANS RHOADS 
Jonathan Evans Rhoads was born in Philadelphia, attended the Germantown Friends School and the Westtown 
School, and received his bachelor's degree from Haverford College where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. He re-
ceived his medical degree from Johns Hopkins University where he was also elected to Alpha Omega Alpha, the 
honorary medical society. His career is distinguished by his stellar accomplishments as surgeon, investigator, educator, 
and civic leader. 
As a surgeon, Dr. Rhoads' outstanding contributions have been in oncology and nutritional support of surgical 
patients. After completing a surgical residency at the University of Pennsylvania, he rose rapidly through the academic 
ranks to the John Rhea Barton Chair in Surgery and Chairman of the Department in 1959, after having served three 
successful years as Provost of the University of Pennsylvania. Dr. Rhoads' surgical leadership is attested to by the 
various positions he has held, including President of the American Cancer Society and membership on the National 
Cancer Advisory Board. He also served as President of the American College of Surgeons, the American Surgical Asso-
ciation, the Philadelphia Academy of Surgery, and the Society for Surgery of the Alimentary Tract. 
One of the most significant and earliest marks of his surgical competence was evidenced when his mentor, I. S. 
Ravdin, chose Dr. Rhoads as his personal surgeon while he was still a senior resident. 
As a surgical investigator, Dr. Rhoads served as Director of the Harrison Department of Surgical Research at the 
University of Pennsylvania where he provided a personal stimulus to a host of young people in surgical research. His 
life-long interest in studies on nutrition and his scholarly and orderly progression of experiments set the stage for the 
significant accomplishments culminating in the present science of total parenteral nutrition. For this effort, he was co-
recipient in 1970 of the Joseph Goldberger Award in Clinical Nutrition given by the American Medical Association. 
His scientific publications exceed three hundred at the present time. 
Dr. Rhoads' role as an educator is best mirrored in the accomplishments of those he has trained and these ac-
complishments speak more eloquently than all others. Of the young men and women who served under him as trainees 
or with him as surgical colleagues, during his tenure as the John Rhea Barton Chairman of the Department of Surgery, 
12 are chairman of surgical departments, 55 are professors of surgery, and 199 individuals now hold faculty positions 
in 45 different medical schools. His teaching ability was recognized by his selection as editor of the journal CANCER 
and the journal ANNALS OF SURGERY, and by his selection as one of the founding members of the JOURNAL OF 
SURGICAL RESEARCH. 
He has served as Chairman of the Board of Managers of Haverford College and as a member of the Board of 
Trustees of Bryn Mawr College. He was also a member of the Board of Education of Philadelphia, and is the current 
President of the American Philosophic Society. 
In addition to his national and international commitments, Dr. Rhoads has maintained a vigorous and active role 
in Philadelphia, his home city. He once confided that early in his professional life he made the decision that the devel-
opment of his surgical career would only be limited by his wish to remain in the City of Philadelphia. He has served 
the city well as President of the Philadelphia County Medical Society in 1970, and as a member of the Crime Commis-
sion, the Franklin Institute, the Philadelphia Orchestra Association, and the Society for the Preservation of Landmarks. 
He received the Strittmatter Award of the Philadelphia County Medical Society in 1968 and the Philadelphia Award 
for the year 1976. 
Dr. Rhoads has also received honorary degrees from the University of Pennsylvania, Haverford College, Swarth-
more College, and The Medical College of Pennsylvania. 
He is married to the former Teresa Folin and they have five children, two of whom are physicians-one a surgeon 
and the other an internist. 
CANDIDA TES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE 
FADIA M. MABROUK (Community Health and Preventive Medicine) ..................... Mercerville, NJ 
Thesis Title: "Effect of Elevated Blood Lead Levels in Asymptomatic Young Children on Subsequent 
School Attainment." 
MICHAEL ROBERT WARNICK (Physiology) ...................... . .. . ....... . ........ Philadelphia, PA 
Thesis Title: "Studies on Upper Airway Resistance and Nasal Blood Flow." 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE (CLINICAL MICROBIOLOGY) 
CHRISTOPHER BENTSEN .. ... . ........... Miami, FL MARCIA LOUISE LINCOLN ........... Wilmington, DE 
GEORGIA G. COLASANTE ............. Bethlehem, p A KATHLEEN I. MEEHAN .............. Drexel Hill, PA 
JERI LYNN SAGEMUEHL DETURCK ....... Reading, p A KATHLEEN ANNE O'LooNEY ........ . Bridgeport, CT 
ROBERTA DIAN EARLE ............. Philadelphia, PA 
ROMAN G. GoLASH ................... Palatine, IL 
SHERRIL LYNN Ross .. . ........ . . .... Towson, MD 
GAIL HEMINGWAY SCHWARZ ........ Moorestown, NJ 
V1v1-ANNE WATSON GRIFFEY ......... Towson, MD VICTORIA Kuss TUTLANE ... . ....... Lansdowne, PA 
THOMAS JAM ES HARKINS ............ Petersburg, VA CHRISTINE WIER ................... Rochester, NY 
ANNE MARIE HINKLE . ............ Maple Shade, NJ 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY) 
THERESA MARIE CARRIGAN ............ Broomall, PA KATHRYN ANITA REIHARD ........... Pearl River, NY 
JAMES FAIRCHILD CEPERLEY .... Newtown Square, PA MARGARET ANN RINKER ........... Philadelphia, PA 
JEFFREY CHARLES CEPERLEY .... Newtown Square, PA 
NICK DEMOPULOS ................... Tamaqua, PA 
RHONA WEINRACH ELLIS ....... .... Philadelphia, p A 
DONNA SUE FARBER . .. ............. Indiatlantic, FL 
PAMELA JEAN RIVEST ............... . Silverdale, PA 
DEBORAH JEAN SEDERGRAN .......... .. Hatboro, p A 
MICHELE ELLYN SEIGEL ........... Philadelphia, PA 
LOUISE RACHEL SoLODAR .. ... ..... Melrose Park, PA 
PAMELA ANN FLICK .......... . Fort Washington, PA ANNETTE R. THIBEAULT ........... Philadelphia, PA 
LYNDA MARIE HARKER ... ... ..... ..... Stratford, NJ JAMES ARTHUR THORNTON . . ....... Philadelphia, PA 
MARTHA LOADHOLT HuGus ... . ..... Philadelphia, PA CAROL LEE TROTMAN ............. Upper Darby, PA 
ELIZABETH BooTs MACY .............. La Vale, MD CAROLYN WAKEFIELD .............. Philadelphia, PA 
MELANIE BICK GIN Moy . ..... . .. Fort Howard, MD HASAN ZIAIE .. . ............. . .............. Iran 
SURENDRAKUMAR MARGHABHAI PATEL .......... India RUTH ANN ZLUPKO ................ Pennsauken, NJ 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (NURSING) 
MARI ANN PATRICIA ALBERTS ...... Philadelphia, PA MICHELE KELLY ................ Lafayette Hill, PA 
SuE ELLE.N SILVERBLATT ALDERMAN .. Bryn Mawr, PA CAROL ELIZABETH KING ............. Ocean City, NJ 
PHILIP ALAN BALDERSTON ................ Paoli, p A KATHLEEN SUE KLINE .............. Woodbury, NJ 
MELONIE BARTLETT . .............. Philadelphia, p A SusAN ELIZABETH KORBEL ......... Philadelphia, PA 
CYNTHIA ANNE BINANAY ............ Lansdowne, PA KYLA MARIE KRAFT ........... .. ........ Bath, NY 
JOSEPHINE TERESA BORSELLINO ..... Philadelphia, p A ELIZABETH MARIE KRAMER ............ Hershey, PA 
BETSY GAMON BRENNAN ............ Cherry Hill, NJ ELIZABETH MARINA LAZARICH ....... Philadelphia, p A 
SUSAN MARIA BURKE .. . .............. Abington, p A JANE MARIE LYNCH .............. . Philadelphia, PA 
HOWARD KARL BUTCHER .......... . Philadelphia, PA VICKIE ELLEN MAIER ................... Berlin, NJ 
THELMA DIANE BYRD ............. Philadelphia, PA KAREN MICHELE MANDZAK ........... Levittown, p A 
MARY JoANNE CALLAN ............ Philadelphia, PA HARRY CHARLES McCLOSKEY ....... Philadelphia, PA 
THERESA ANN CARUTHERS .......... Philadelphia, p A MARY EILEEN PATRICIA McGuRRIN. Clarks Summit, PA 
DEBORAH L. CATHER ................ Zarephath, NJ ALLEN IRA McNEAL ....... . ....... Lansdowne, PA 
MARIE ANN CHIN ............ . ... Philadelphia, PA DALE LESLIE MILLER .............. Philadelphia, PA 
LINDA DIANE CoLE .. ...... ..... West Middlesex, PA NADINE THERESA NIZIOLEK ......... Wilkes-Barre, PA 
THOMAS ALBERT CSASZAR .......... Philadelphia, p A JANE ANN PHILLIPS ............... Philadelphia, PA 
MARGARET MARY DooRDAN ......... Norristown, PA SUSAN ELIZABETH PoTTs ........... Philadelphia, PA 
DONNA J. FAUSNACHT ................ Lebanon, PA PATRICIA KATHERINE REVILLE ......... .. Scotia, NY 
SHELLEY NAN FINKLE ................ Glenside, PA ANITA MARIE ROWAN ............. Jeffersonville, PA 
AMY MARIE FINLEY ................ Johnstown, PA JANET LEE ROWAND .................. Summit, NJ 
SALLY ANNE FORSBERG ............ Philadelphia, PA (Degree Conferred October 9, 1978) 
NANCY BRUZAS FRETZ ................ Chalfont, PA DONNA MARIE SABELLA ............... Glenside, PA 
RITA MARIE FuRJANIC ................ Steelton, PA CATHI LEE SCHENK ................ . .. Trevose, PA 
VIOLET ANN GERLACH ............ Mount Holly, NJ BETH ANN SMITH .................. Coatesville, PA 
JUDITH GWENDOLYN GODSEY .......... Stratford, NJ RENEE MICHELE SONSINO .......... Philadelphia, p A 
LEE ALAN GOLDSTEIN .. . ............. Ventnor, NJ LORI DIANE STEIN .............. . .. . .. Orel and, PA 
ROSEMARY TERRY GRANT ...... . ... Philadelphia, PA JoAN LORI SUSSMAN ......... Huntingdon Valley, PA 
PHYLLIS JEAN GRoss .............. Philadelphia, PA MARIANNE CATHLEEN SZAL ......... Philadelphia, PA 
JULIE ELLEN HACKMAN ........... Wynnewood, PA HELGA ROSLYN TAYLOR . ..... Huntingdon Valley, PA 
DIANE LYNN HAMBURG ............... Glenside, PA JANICE ELAINE v ANDERLIP .............. Wayne, p A 
MARJORIE GARRISON HISEROTE ........ Bridgeton, NJ VERONICA MARIA WASHINGTON ...... Philadelphia, p A 
SUSAN CLAIRE KASTENHUBER .......... Wyncote, p A KRYSTYNA JACQUELINE ZDZIEBORSKI Meadowbrook, PA 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CYTOTECHNOLOGY) 
ANDREW HUGHES AKER ............. Sicklerville, NJ TERESITA YABES GARDUQUE ............. Philippines 
KAREN LINDA ANDREWS ............... Folsom, PA JoAN PATRICIA GLUCH ............. Philadelphia, PA 
KENNETH HowARD BAER ........... Philadelphia, PA MARY THERESA McGLADE ....... Gloucester City, NJ 
DREW GABOR BALOGH . ......... North Versailles, PA KATHLEEN M. O'NEILL .... . ........ Havertown, PA 
ALBERT S. A. CADOGAN ............ Philadelphia, PA JAMES ELMER WEIDMANN ............. Oakford, PA 
ELIZABETH ANNE CARBERRY .... . ... Philadelphia, p A 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
VINCENT THOMAS ARMENT! (Anatomy) ............ .. ......... . ... . ... .... .. . . .. . . Maplewood, NJ 
Thesis Title: "Effects of Maternal Hypervitaminosis A on Lung Development in the Rat." 
WADE HAYHURST BERRETTINI (Pharmacology) . ..... ...... ... .. .. .... . ........... .. Wilkes-Barre, PA 
Thesis Title: "Platelet Monoamine Oxidase in Chronic Schizophrenia." 
RosEMARY MARANO CALLAHAN (Microbiology) . .. ............ .. ..... . ...... .. .. ... . Philadelphia, PA 
Thesis Title: "Effects of Serum from Mice with Dormant Friend Leukemia Virus (FLY) Infections 
on the Expression of FLY Antigens in FLY-Infected Cells." 
MILDRED STOEHR CHRISTIAN (Anatomy) . . .. .... . .................... . ......... .. .. Doylestown, PA 
Thesis Title : "Postnatal Functional Teratology Resulting from Fetal Insult." 
JuDY RAE CHURCHILL (Pathology) ......................... .... ............ . .. . ......... Atco, NJ 
Thesis Title: "HeLa Cell Deoxyribonuclease: Relation to DNA Replication and Repair." 
EUGENE VINCENT GENOVESI (Microbiology) . . ... . ... ...... ... .... ..... ... .. . . ...... . Hicksville, NY 
Thesis Title: "The Role of Humoral and Cellular Effector Mechanisms in Dormant Friend Leukemia 
Virus Infection." 
MARK HELLER GROSSMAN (Pharmacology) ...... ..... .. .... ... .......... .. . .. . . . ... Drexel Hill, PA 
Thesis Title: "Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid (GABA): Measurements in Human Physiological Fluids." 
JEAN MARIE HIRsEKORN (Anatomy) .......... ... .. . ...... . . . . . ... . ..... . . .... . ... Philadelphia, PA 
Thesis Title: "Postnatal Behavioral Effects of Actinomycin D Administered Late in Gestation to 
Wistar Albino Rats." 
STEVEN PASHKO (Pharmacology) ... .. . .. ...... .. . .......... . •..................... Bay Shore, NY 
Thesis Title: "Studies with Amphetamine Using the Chronically Catheterized Rat as a Model." 
JoYCE M . SCHOEMAKER (Microbiology) . ...... ... ............ ... .. . .. . .. ..... . . . .. Philadelphia, PA 
Thesis T itle: "Characterization of Polysaccharide Accumulations in a Cell Division Mutant of 
Escherichia coli 15T." 
IRA SCHWARTZ (Pharmacology) ... .. ...... . .................. . . ...... .... .. ...... Philadelphia, PA 
Thesis Title: "Cytembena, Pharmacologic Studies of an Antineoplastic Agent." 
KENNETH PETER SUNNERGREN (Physiology) . ...... .. .......... .. ........ .. . . . ..... .. Bethlehem, PA 
Thesis Title: "Vascular Consequences of Myocardial Ischemia." 
GEORGE JosEPH TRACHTE (Physiology) .. .. . . .... . .......... •. .. . .. ...... .. .... . . . . Wyomissing, PA 
Thesis Title: "Role of the Renin-Angiotensin System in the Pathogenesis of Hemorrhagic Shock." 
KENT JAMES WEINHOLD (Microbiology) .............. . ................. . . ... .. ..... . . .. Aldan, PA 
Thesis Title: '"The Immunologic Basis of the L5178Y Tumor Dormant State Established in Syngeneic 
Murine Hosts." 
JULIA JENNIFER WIRTH (Microbiology) ..... . .. .. ..... ................ . ........... Philadelphia, PA 
Thesis Title : "The Effect of Silica on Immune Functions of the Murine Reticuloendothelial System 
and on the Response to Friend Virus Leukemia." 
JEAN BJORENSON YouNG (Anatomy) .. .. : . . ........ . .. ..... ... . ... . .......... . . · ... Norr!stown, PA 
Thesis Title: "Site and Age Factors m the Development of Transplanted Pancreatic Islets m the 
Chick Embryo." 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE 
ROBERT BAIR ABRAHAMSEN . . . . .... .... Malvern, PA 
Ro BERT RAE AJELLO ...... . ....... Phil~delph~a, PA 
]AMES HENRY ALGEO, JR .... ......... . I erkas1e, PA 
JULIAN LAWRENCE AMBRUS, JR ..... . ... Buffalo, NY 
ADAM STEVEN AscH ... . .... .... ... New York, NY 
VICTOR KWEN-WEI Au ....... . .... Hong Kong, BCC 
MICHAEL ]AMES AxE . •.. ... . .. ...... Lancaster, PA 
NOAH ALLAN BABINS ................. Broomall, PA 
TERRY BRAD BACHOW . .. .. . .... ... . Cherry Hill, N J 
DAVID GRANT BAER .... . ...... . ..... . Bedford, PA 
ROBERT GEORGE BAGIAN ... ... . .... Philadelphia, p A 
HOWARD NEIL BALICK .......... .. .. New York, NY 
PAUL BERNARD BARTOS .. . ..... . .... . Bethlehem, PA 
BRUNO EDWARD BASARA, JR. . . .. .... Wilmington, DE 
ROBERT LESLIE BASHORE ......... ..... Palmyra, PA 
WILFRETA GOURDINE BAUGH ........ Philadelphia, PA 
JoHN MICHAEL BERARDIS . ............ Scranton, PA 
THEODORE F. BERK .. . ... .. .... . .. Philadelphia, PA 
SCOTT DARRELL BERKOWITZ .. . ..... Wilmington, DE 
ROBERT MICHAEL BERLEY ............... Media, p A 
MICHAEL WAYNE BICKERTON .... . . .... Swissdale, PA 
RICHARD STEVEN BLUMBERG .. . .. .. Philadelphia, PA 
ELIZABETH WHIPPLE BRACKBILL .. ....... Warren, PA 
ROBERT MONTGOMERY BRACKBILL, JR. Landisville, p A 
JEFFREY CAMPBELL BRANDON ... .. Reynoldsville, PA 
LAWRENCE H. BRENT ....... Huntingdon Valley, PA 
NORMAN ALAN BREST ... .... .. . . .... Wyncote, PA 
GEORGE ALAN BRIDENBAUGH .. .. . .. Martinsburg, p A 
DIANA BROWN . . ...... .......... . Philadelphia, PA 
THEODORE JAMES BURDUMY ... ... .. . Havertown, PA 
BERNARD STEPHEN BuRKE .......... Minersville, PA 
MARIE ROBB BURNHAM ... . ....... Philadelphia, PA 
WILLIAM DOUGLAS BURNHAM .. .. .. .. Lewistown, PA 
JANIS PAULA CAMPBELL . . . ........ State College, PA 
GAETANO JOSEPH CAPONE . ...... . .. . . Yatesville, PA 
RICHARD A. CARAPELLOTTI ..... .. . Philadelphia, PA 
KENNETH MICHAEL CERTA ... . ........ Phoenix, AZ 
ANTHONY C. CETRONE ....... . .... Morristown, NJ 
STEVEN BERNARD CHERRY . .... . .... Wallingford, PA 
DEBORRA KIM CHILDRESS . ....... .. .. Pittsburgh, PA 
PETER LYLE CHOYKE .. .. .. .. . ...... Pittsburgh, PA 
PETER JosEPH CHRIST .............. . Birdsboro, PA 
ROBERT HUYETT COBLENTZ .......... Pittsburgh, PA 
WARREN ELLIOTT CmrnN . . . .. Plymouth Meeting, PA 
ANTHONY VINCENT COLETTA ........ . Narberth, PA 
JoHN MARIO COLOMBO, JR .............. Darby, PA 
THELMA WATSON COMISSIONG ....... St. Thomas, VI 
LUTHER FRANKLIN CORLEY, III .. ...... . .. Boaz, AL 
How ARD BRUCE COTLER .... . ... Haddon Heights, NJ 
RICHARD LAWRENCE CRUZ . ... ...... Pennington, NJ 
JOHN DAVID CUNNINGHAM, JR .... . .... . . Avalon, NJ 
GAIL DAVIDSON .. .... .. .. .... .. . . . ... Ventnor, NJ 
THOMAS MERRILL DEWIRE, SR .. . ... . Shillington, PA 
JoAN SoLOWEY DIPALMA . .. . .. . ...... . Wayne, PA 
ALLEN WILSON DITTO ... . .. .... .. Hagerstown, MD 
ROBERT STEVEN DJERGAIAN ... .. . . ... Broomall, PA 
CHRISTINE ELISE SCHNURE DOTTERER . Selinsgrove, p A 
KATHLEEN CLARE DOUGHERTY ... . .. Philadelphia, PA 
GEOFFREY PARKER D UNN ... . .. . . .. ...... Erie, PA 
PHILIP JOHN DzwoNCZYK . .. ... .. .. . . Mayfield, PA 
PAUL STEPHEN ELLIS . .. . .. .. Cornwells Heights, PA 
A. STORM LINEWEAVER ELSTON ... Chambersburg, p A 
CAROL ANN N ARKEVlC ........ . .... . Ambridge, PA 
WILLIAM HAWE NEALON ... . .. ...... Greenwich, CT 
JAN ERIC ELSTON . ....... . ..... . ... Levittown, PA LISE MooRE NEIFELD .. . . .... ... ... . . Newark, D E 
ALAN RICHARD ERICKSON .......... Wilmington, DE JOHN SEBASTIAN O'BRIEN, II ..... ... Wilmington, DE 
ERICH ANTHONY EVERTS, JR. . ..... Cinnaminson, NJ BRIAN EDWARD O'BYRNE .. .. . . ...... Morrisville, PA 
MARY ANNE FACCIOLO .. ........ . . Wilmington, DE BRIAN RICHARD OTT ...... . ........ .. . . .. Erie, PA 
MARY RACHEL FARIS . . ....... . ...... Glenside, PA 
SCOTT DAVID FARQUHAR ......... . . .. Villanova, PA 
FREDERICK MICHAEL FELLIN ........ . . Sheppton, PA 
RICHARD TILMON FIELDS .. ...... . Severna Park, MD 
ANTHONY WAYNE FIORELLO .... Lighthouse Point, FL 
STEVEN A. FOREMAN ...... . ...... . ..... Rydal, PA 
TIMOTHY EDWARD FREI .... . . .. ... Quakertown, PA 
IRA WAYNE FREILICH .. ........... Philadelphia, PA 
GARY THOMAS GABOR . ............ Philadelphia, PA 
STUART ALEXANDER GARDNER ..... Ellwood City, PA 
THOMAS WRIGHT GARDNER .... ... . ... Franklin, PA 
BERNADETTE C. GENZ-REMSHARD ... Philadelphia, PA 
ALLEN JosEPH GILSON ...... . . .. .. Philadelphia, PA 
DAVID GLICK .................... Philadelphia, PA 
ROBERT PAUL GLICK . ..... .. ......... Berkeley, CA 
ALAN HERBERT GOLDBERG ..... .. . .. Jenkintown, PA 
BRUCE ALAN GOLDBERG .. . .. .... .. Philadelphia, PA 
MICHAEL DAVID OVERBECK ......... Philadelphia, p A 
ALLEN HARVEY p ACHTMAN ..... ... Philadelphia, p A 
JosEPH GERARD PARLAVECCHIO . ...... .. Newark, NJ 
MARK FREDERICK PATLOVICH ..... .. Philadelphia, PA 
ALFIO KEVIN PENNISI . . ......... . . Moorestown, N J 
CAROL TAYAN! PETRONE . ........... Bryn Mawr, PA 
THOMAS PAUL PHIAMBOLIS ... Huntingdon Valley, PA 
JEFFREY NEAL POTTER .. . .. ..... .. . Weatherly, PA 
WILLIAM BRIAN REEVES . . . . .. ... .. ... Glenside, PA 
Ro BERT THOMAS REICHMAN .•... ... .... Merion, PA 
NEIL DAVID REMINGTON .. . . . ... . .. Wilmington, DE 
MICHAEL XAVIER REPKA .... . .. . . ... .. Newark, DE 
MARK KUEHNER ROBINSON .. . . ..... Fox Chapel, PA 
THOMAS ANTHONY ROBINSON . . . .. . . Philadelphia, p A 
STEVEN JAMES ROONEY ...... Huntingdon Valley, PA 
ROBERT MERYL RosE ............. Haddonfield, NJ 
DANIEL SHADE RowE, JR. . ........... . Madison, CT 
MARC BRUCE GOLDBERG .. . ... . .. . Bala-Cynwyd, PA 
ROBERT CooK GRASBERGER, JR ... . . ...... Media, PA 
MAX CHARCHAT RUDANSKY .. .. . .. . Garden City, NY 
JoHN CHARLES SA COOLIDGE . .. . . .. .... Scranton, PA 
MICHAEL LEE GRAYBEAL ... . ........ . . Milford, DE 
RICHARD HARRIS GREENBERG ..... . Bala-Cynwyd, p A 
STEPHEN ScoTT GRUBBS . ...... .... Wilmington, DE 
JESSE WALTON ST. CLAIR, III . ... . .. . Allentown, PA 
CONSTANCE G . SARMOUSAKIS .. ..... Wilmington, DE 
JoNATHAN WILLIAM SASTIC . .. . ...... .... Sewe!l, NJ 
MICHAEL J. GUARINO ............. Philadelphia, PA Lors MORGAN SASTIC . . . . . .. . ...... Lunenburg, MA 
JEFFREY RoY HAAG . . ... .......... . Havertown, PA SANDRA FAYE SCHNALL .... ........ Philadelphia, PA 
HARRY ALAN HAMBURGER . ... . ...... Southfield, MI CATHERINE M. SCHOLL . .... . ......... Paupack, PA 
KEVIN ROBERT HARRIS ..... ...... . . . Newtown, PA HARRIET BELLER ScHw ARCZ . ..... Merion Station, PA 
CATHERINE ZuuRBIER HAYWARD ..... Bryn Mawr, PA ROBERT ALAN SCHWEIZER ... . .. .. . ... . Newark, D E 
ROBERT LEE HERMAN . . . .. .. ..... Massapequa, NY MARTIN EDw ARD ScoTT .. ..... . . • . . Sharpsville, PA 
CRESTON CHARLES HEROLD, JR. . .... Philadelphia, PA RICHARD BLACKWELL SEELY .. ...... . . Honolulu, HI 
KEVAN CLIFFORD HEROLD . . ....... Wynnewood, PA KEITH EVAN SENECAL .. ...... . . ... Wilmington, D E 
BARBARA ANN Ho BBS .. ... . ... Schuylkill Haven, PA LAWRENCE ALFRED SHAFFER ... New Wilmington, PA 
TIMOTHY WILLIAM HOLLAND . ........ Meadville, PA IRA RoBERT SHARP .... ... . . ......... Laverock, PA 
GLENN DAVID HOROWITZ .. . .... . ..... Reading, PA LINDA ANN SHERMAN . ... . .. . . .. ... Elkins Park, PA 
DOUGLAS ROBERT HOUGH .......... Philadelphia, PA 
KATHLEEN THERESA JEWELL ..... . . .. Randolph, NJ 
DALE E . JoHNSTON ..... . . ... . . . . .. Pittsburgh, PA 
KENNETH TuNGWEI KAAN ......... .. . Warwick, RI 
LARRY JoHN KACHIK .. ........ . ....... Apollo, PA 
KIM U. KAHNG ..... . . . .. . ....... Bridgewater, NJ 
JosEPH KAVCHOK, JR ..... ..... .... Philadelphia, PA 
STEVEN KAZENOFF ... . .......... . . . Woodbury, NJ 
KATHLEEN ANN KENNEDY ............ .. Davis, CA 
MITCHELL FRANK SHMOKLER ..... . . ..... Rydal, PA 
MICHAEL ELIAS SHOEMAKER .... . ..... . Dushore, p A 
RANDY J . SIL VERSTINE . .. . .. . .. . ... . . Bradford, p A 
GARY DRUE SMETHERS . . .. .... ...... Rosemont, PA 
GAIL BARBARA SMITH .. .. ... . . . .. .. Wallingford, PA 
KENNETH JoSEPH SMITH ... . ... . .. .. Jenkintown,PA 
MICHAEL HAWLEY SNEDDEN . . . . .... . .. Narberth, p A 
HERBERT DANIEL SNYDER .. .. . .. . . State College, P A 
MARK HARVEY SNYDER ...... . . .... Philadelphia, PA 
WILLIAM THOMAS KESSELRING, JR ... Philadelphia, PA 
MICHAEL JOHN KIBELBEK . . ..... ... Washington, PA 
NATALIE CAROL KLEIN ...... . .. . ... New York, NY 
AUDREY MARY WrnczoRKOWSKI KovATICH 
JAMES ANDREW SoLAN ... ... ...... Belle Vernon, P A 
JosEPH RICHARD SPIEGEL . . . ...... . Cheltenham, PA 
VIKKI ANN STEFANS ....... .. . . . .. . Pittsburgh, PA 
WILLIAM JosEPH STEINOUR ... ....... Gettysburg, PA 
Pittsburgh, PA 
JAMES BING LAM . . .. ........ . .. . . Philadelphia, PA 
CURTIS RAYMOND LAMPERSKI ........ Pittsburgh, PA 
WILLIAM BRADLYN LASKIN .......... Norristown, PA 
JAMES PATRICK LAVELLE ........ .. Clarks Green, PA 
MARK ALLEN LEBOVITZ . . . ....... . .. Pittsburgh, PA 
BARBARA PITTNER LEIDICH .......... Havertown, PA 
STEVEN LEVEN BERG .. . . ... .. ....... . Wyncote, PA 
JANET BARBARA LEVENTHAL . .. ... . . .. Berkeley, CA 
MrRYAM LIBERMAN . . .. . . ........... . La Jolla, CA 
BETH HANSON LINDSEY .. ..... . .. .. Jenkintown, PA 
JoHN CHARLES MAERZ, JR ..... .. .. Schwenksville, PA 
MICHAEL EDWARD MAHLA .......... Wilmington, DE 
ROBERT STEPHEN MARCELLO ....... Wilmington, DE 
THOMAS JAMES MARSHALL, JR. . .. . Staten Island, NY 
STANLEY CHARLES MAY .. . ........ .. Pittsburgh, PA 
MICHAEL JAY McGLAUGHLIN .. . .... Arendtsville, PA 
PATRICIA MADELINE. McGUIRE . . .. ... Pittsburgh, PA 
STEVEN Lours MENDELSOHN ........ Pittsburgh, PA 
STEVEN GREENE MERANZE ......... Philadelphia, PA 
WILLIAM HAMILTON MESSERSCHMIDT ... Hatboro, PA 
DOUGLAS WoRTH MICHAEL . . . ......... Yardley, PA 
LAWRENCE STEVEN MILLER . ..... Lafayette Hill, PA 
WILLIAM STOLL MILLER ........... Wallingford, PA 
ROBERT JEATRAN MITCHELL ...... . . . Bryn Mawr, PA 
G ARY ALAN MOHR .. . . . . .. ..... .. . Springfield, PA 
SHEY A MERLE STERN ........ .. ... Melrose Park, P A 
KATHLEEN MAE STRIMEL .. . . .. .. .. North Wales, PA 
MICHAEL DE.NNIS STULPIN ..... . . . .. Havertown, PA 
JEFFREY ALLEN SUNSHINE . . ...... .. Elkins Park, PA 
VICTOR JOHN THOMAS . . . . . ....... .. New Castle, Pa 
DONN SHIGEHARU ToKAIRIN . . · . ... . . ... Honolulu, HI 
DAVID JOHN TRUMBORE .... ...... . . E lkins Park, PA 
ALLEN EUGENE TYLER ..... . . .... . Philadelphia, P A 
JAMES WILSON VICK .. . . . .. . ... .. . . . Haverford, PA 
JoSEPH PAUL VILOGI . .. ... . . . .. . .. . .. Scranton, PA 
MICHAEL BAYARD VINCENT . . . . ...... Hockessin, DE 
KA THERINE MARIE w AGNER .. . . .... Moorestown, NJ 
JOSEPH ALBERT WALSH . ... . . . . ... ... Dunmore, PA 
VIRGINIA LEE WALTERS . .. .. ... .. .. . Willingboro, NJ 
STEVEN H. WEINSTEIN . . . ... .. . . Merion Station, PA 
THOMAS MICHAEL WILLIAMS . . ....... Pittsburgh, p A 
PHYLLIS SANDRA WrLLJNGMYRE . . ... Philadelphia, PA 
DONALD FILMORE WILSON ..... . .. . . . Coatesville, PA 
JEFFREY ALLEN WrL T . . .. ......... Millersburg, PA 
DENNIS RAY WITMER .. .. . . . ... .... Millersburg, P A 
EDWIN HAIMING WoNG .. . ... . . . .. .. . Pittsburgh, PA 
JoHN MICHAEL YINDRA .. . . ... . . . .. Wilmington, DE 
WESLEY WAI HIN YouNG ... . ..... . ... Honolulu, HI 
BARBARA ANN ZAVANELLI ..... .. .... Pleasanton, CA 
SONJA J . ZENZ .. . . . .. .. .......... . . West Allis, WI 
RICHARD WILLIAM ZIEGLER . . .. . Hamilton Square, NJ 
*CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY) 
MARYANN BLAINE ............... . Philadelphia, PA LINDA PAULA HECKER . . ............. . Vineland, NJ 
MATTHEW LEWIS DALTON ................ Australia BEVERLY JANE HELLER .... . ........ Norristown, PA 
LYNN KRISTINE DENECOLA ..... . .... Pennsauken, NJ DARRYL WAYNE JoHNSON .......... ... . LaMott, PA 
JAMES JosEPH FINNEGAN, III ........ Drexel Hill, PA JEFFREY ALBERT KRANTZ .......... . Norristown, PA 
MARGARET HELENE GAMBOGI ........... Mantua, NJ MARY ANN PARIS .. . . . . .. . . . ........ . Vineland, NJ 
MELODY GAIL GOLDBERG .......... Philadelphia, PA JANE JUDITH VITALI . .. ... ....... . .. . Dunmore, PA 
*Pending satisfactory completion of all requirements. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (DENTAL HYGIENE) 
MARY ELIZABETH INDERLIED .... . ... Wilmington, DE 
CAROL ANNE LLOYD ......... . . Newtown Square, PA 
MISHEL MORSE .......... . ........ Annandale, VA 
HOLLY BETH RUBINSON ............ . . Broomall, PA 
BETH LYNDA SNYDER .... . .......... Cherry Hill, NJ 
ROBIN SuE WELLER .... . ......... Silver Spring, MD 
JuuA KATHERINE Moss . .. . . ......... Wenonah, NJ 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF ASSOCIATE IN ARTS 
PATRICIA MARIA PASCETTA ......... Upper Darby, PA 
MARY ANN SWARTZ ............... Philadelphia, PA 
NADINE R. WALL ................. Philadelphia, PA 
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF ASSOCIATE IN SCIENCE 
RITA MARIA Tocci .... ... . . ....... Philadelphia, PA 
As final action cannot always be taken before the program goes to press, Thomas Jefferson University reserves the right to 
add or withdraw names from the list of candidates for degrees. 
THE ACADEMIC COSTUME 
The wearing of academic dress dates back to the early days of the oldest universities in the world. In the American 
Council on Education's book entitled "American Universities and Colleges" it is suggested that "gowns may have been 
counted necessary for warmth in the unheated buildings frequented by medieval scholars. Hoods seem to have served 
to cover the tonsured head ... " 
Throughout the years European universities have continued to show great diversity in their academic dress. 
American universities, on the other hand, when they decided to adopt academic dress about sixty years ago, immediately 
established a code of regulations which today is followed by almost all American institutions. The establishment of this 
code has made it possible to distinguish the Associates, Bachelors, Masters, and Doctors and at the same time recognize 
the university which has given them the degree. 
The Associate in Arts and Bachelor's gowns have pointed sleeves and are worn closed. The Master's gown has 
oblong sleeves, open at the wrist. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc cut away, 
and is worn open or closed. The Doctor's gown has bell-shaped sleeves. It is worn opened or closed. Cotton poplin or 
similar material is used for the Associate's, Bachelor's and Master's degrees, and rayon or silk ribbed material is used 
for the Doctor's degree. All gowns are black except for the Associates in Arts degree which is gray. 
The hoods vary in length: 48 inches for the Doctor's degree, 42 inches for the Master's, and 36 inches for the 
Bachelor's and Associate's. All hoods are lined in silk in the academic color or colors of the institution conferring the 
degree. If the institution has more than one color, the colors are shown in divisions using chevrons. The bindingor edge 
of the Doctor's, Master's and Bachelor's hoods are usually made of velvet in the color designating the subject in which 
the degree was granted. The Associate of Arts hood has no velvet border. The outside is black. 
Black mortarboards are worn for all degrees. 
THE JEFFERSON PROCESSIONAL 
The Jefferson Processional was commissioned by the Alumni Association of Jefferson Medical College and 
played for the first time on November 15, 1974, at the Sesquicentennial Celebration of Jefferson Medical College 
of Thomas Jefferson University. This piece was presented to Thomas Jefferson University by the President of the 
Alumni Association of Jefferson Medical College, Dr. John J. Gartland. The composition was composed by Burle Marx. 
THE PRESIDENTIAL BADGE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY 
The President's Badge was created for the Inauguration of Lewis W. Bluemle, Jr., M.D., the third Presi-
dent of Thomas Jefferson University, on September 7, 1977. It consists of four official corporate seals 
of Thomas Jefferson University and the predecessor corporation, The Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia. 
These seals were used to mark diplomas, certificates, and other official documents and have been gold-plated to 
form the Presidential Badge. 
The medallion on the President's right is the corporate seal of Thomas Jefferson University today and 
was created in 1969 when Jefferson Medical College became Thomas Jefferson University. It carries a contem-
porary likeness of Thomas Jefferson. 
The other three medallions are the various seals that were used in Jefferson Medical College for many 
years. The oldest marked every diploma that was issued by the College from 1839 to 1967. This seal carries a 
traditional likeness of a young Thomas Jefferson and the founding date of the College as 1826. Prior to 1839 the 
diploma of Jefferson Medical College carried the seal of the Jefferson College in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania-
the parent institution. 
Another seal was developed in 1967 as a result of research done by the late Edward L. Bauer, Emeritus 
Professor of Pediatrics, who determined that the founding year of Jefferson Medical College was 1824 rather 
than 1826. This seal is identical to the present corporate seal except the words ''Thomas Jefferson University" 
replace "Jefferson Medical College". It was used for only two years-from 1967 to 1969. 
The Presidential Badge is on permanent display in the Scott Library and is used at all convocations of the 
University. 
